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LONGEVITY
REVOLUTION
What does it mean to be long-lived today?
What role do health and innovation play in
our lives?
Longevity is the new trend where society is
becoming increasingly active and aware. A
real demographic revolution that we have to
come to terms with.
The 4th edition of the Silver Economy
Forum will address the longevity
phenomenon and its development across all
sectors involved.
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LA SILVER ECONOMY AT THE
GLOBAL LEVEL



Home automation, telemedicine, nutrition and
health in the broadest sense, but also tourism
and leisure. Silver economy is in fact composed
of a very varied and changing range of sectors.



According to a study conducted on behalf of the
European Commission, its value in Europe alone
amounted to € 3,700 billion in 2015. Anticipating
a potential annual growth rate of 5%, it is set to
reach € 5,700 billion in 2025.



Globally, its worth is estimated at € 15,000
billion.
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WHAT IS THE SILVER ECONOMY
FORUM
The forum ranks as the first event
in the country to give voice to all
business sectors that contribute to
outlining the economy that revolves
around the over-50s’ world.
The format includes a number of
meetings, conferences, workshops
to understand the changes and
draw a roadmap with the support of
experts, economists, businesses,
public administration organisations
and associations on the effect of the
demographic changes underway,
with a view to capturing the future
needs of the target audience.

ECONOMY

LOCAL AREA

SOCIETY

Market revolution, sectors
particularly involved, trends,
outlook

Changes in local policies,
development, new
growth opportunities, new
needs

Social and cultural
transformations brought
about by the improvement
and quality of life prospects
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BUILDING TOGETHER THE SILVER
FUTURE

.

MISSION – A full overview of longevity as a resource and as a
source of new investment opportunities to talk about, give
visibility to and expand the market deriving from the silver
economy sector, with a view to creating a specialised forum
for gaining insights into the integrated chain of production.

.

GOALS – Encourage public opinion and decision-makers to
explore scenarios in order to design pieces of the future
landscape and help businesses act as a blueprint for the senior
target by delivering dedicated services, advantages and news
that satisfy the target audience.

.

PROJECT – A forum addressing major silver economy-related
issues with eminent speakers, institutions, professionals,
businesses, experts and academics to give visibility to the
world of senior individuals and related services while seeking
innovative solutions for active and healthy aging.
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TOPICS AND TREND



We hear more and more about LONGEVITY rather than silver. From silver tsunami to longevity revolution;



HEALTH PREVENTION – A key enabler for longevity;

 AGING IN PLACE – It has become a banner in countries where silver economy is most developed. A healthcare
market that includes wellness services, entertainment, and housing;


Investing in WELFARE and new needs of senior individuals;

 PRODUCTIVITY and Venture Capital for silver economy-oriented companies, key drivers
for the country’s growth;


Longevity and FINTECH, a growing trend involving the development of products and services by banks to remain
financially stable well into old age;



The TECH segment is increasingly geared towards today’s highlanders.
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THE FIRST 3 EDITIONS
•

More than 6,000 people attended

•

Over 30,000 users shared these intense days
through their social channels.

• We reached 600,000 people through
DEM endeavours in the months leading up to the
event.
•

More than 180 speakers took the stage covering
a whole range of topics in 25 focused sessions.

•

All the main regional and national Genoese
Authorities and Institutions participated.

•

We won the patronage of the Presidency of the
Council of Ministers, the Ministry of Labour and
Social Policy and the European Commission.
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PATRONAGES (last edition)
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SPONSORS (last edition)
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FORMAT: FORUM & FAIR

The forum will be developed in 3 days, and the
big news of this edition lies in an exhibition
area showcasing products and services
dedicated to the Silver Community. The forum
will feature in-person and online participation:

➢ In-person section for meetings with
institutions/general public/businesses and
networking
➢ Online section to ensure the right
participation and interactivity
When: 14-15-16 September 2022
Duration: 3 days
Venue: Palazzo del Principe, Genoa
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THE SILVER ECONOMY
MAGAZINE

Italy’s leading
magazine in the
Silver Economy
landscape



Online since March 2012



Over 15,000 newsletter subscribers



More than 45,000 followers on SOCIAL CHANNELS



User base of approximately 1,000,000 people reached through partnerships with printed
magazines



We send out over 500,000 newsletters and DEMs each year.



Our endeavours have been covered by more than 50 online newspapers and by the main
newspapers – national newspapers, magazines featuring information, customs and economyrelated news – with more than 280 articles and interviews



A target-profiled marketing showcase for all interested businesses (healthcare, tourism,
services for active aging, work, economy, technologies, etc...)



Visibility areas for national member associations



Wide recognition at a national level – Award given by the Presidency of the Council of
Ministers in 2012 as part of the European Year of Active Ageing and Solidarity between
Generations.



Active in Italy with initiatives and events
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SILVER TREND OBSERVATORY

The Silver Trend Observatory, dedicated to silver
economy, provides partners and companies in the
industry with a data-driven perspective to gain further
insights into the demand for goods and services of this
increasingly relevant target audience.

Healthy senior individuals represent an attractive
consumer segment for businesses. Several companies
are recalibrating their products, goods or services to fit
the silver dimension. The bottom line, then, is not so
much aging, but aging “well”. The Observatory aims to
monitor this phenomenon and to provide an updated
insight into the world of senior individuals, their
tastes, needs and trends of this audience.

The Observatory was established as a result of the synergy between
the Silver Economy Forum, organised by Ameri Communication, and
Lattanzio Kibs.

In 2020, it conducted a number of studies on a variety of topics:
▪
E-HEALTH AND SILVER – Over-55s’ opinions and attitudes
towards technology applied to health and telemedicine;
▪
MEDIA DIET AND E-COMMERCE – A review on use,
since the onset of the pandemic, including lockdowns, on how
over-55s stay informed and on new online shopping habits;
▪
SILVER POPULATION’S ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE ANTICOVID 19 VACCINE – A survey of the views of over-55s regarding
Coronavirus vaccine administration.
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SILVER ECONOMY INTERNATIONAL



▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Through international partnerships with

WHO-Europe
Silver Eco
Europe Global Coalition on Aging
European Commission
International Longevity Centre UK
National Innovation Centre for Ageing (Nica)
Italian Chambers of Commerce Abroad
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WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING
YOU AT THE
SILVER ECONOMY FORUM
14-15-16 September 2022
Palazzo del Principe - Genoa
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Designed and organised by Ameri Communications
Communications and PR

Genoa 16121| Via D. Fiasella, 16/20
tel. + 39 010 541491 | fax. + 39 010 543071
FOR INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:

marketing@americomunicazione.it
www.americomunicazione.it
Confidentiality Note
This project has been developed by Ameri Communications and must be viewed and treated as confidential, its sole purpose being to
illustrate the event and assess the underlying potential for possible agreements.
Recipient understands that it contains valuable trade secrets and proprietary rights and agrees to keep such information strictly confidential and
not to disclose it to third parties or use it
for any other purpose other than evaluating Ameri Communications' proposals.

